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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Model-based user interface (UI) development environments are
aimed at generating one or many UIs from one or many models.
Model-driven engineering (MDE) of UIs is assumed to be superior to those environments since they make the UI design knowledge visible, explicit, and external, for instance as model-tomodel transformations and model-to-code compilation rules.
These transformations and rules are often considered inflexible,
complex to express, and hard to develop by UI designers and
developers who are not necessarily experts in MDE. In order to
overcome these shortcomings, this paper introduces "Transformation Templates", an approach that is adding flexibility to the MDE
of UIs by externalizing the transformation logic of UI models, and
making it editable, customizable, and reusable. It is also intended
to make it easier for UI designers to specify the transformations.
A Transformation Template specifies a series of parameters that
enable designers to parameterize the model transformation process at the concept level that is of a higher level of abstraction than
at the level of physical properties of UI widgets. This paper presents an editor for Transformation Templates and an example of
Parameter Type. Transformation Templates can be effectively and
efficiently used in any circumstances where the transformation
knowledge needs to be modified by non-experts, such as in domain specific languages where flexibility is required.

Approaches of Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) of User Interfaces (UIs) aim at providing an environment where UI designers
and developers can design and implement UIs in a professional
and systematic way, more easily than when using traditional UI
development tools, such as toolkits and Integrated Development
Environments made for programming languages, but not for UIs
[7]. Model-Driven Engineering of User Interfaces (MDE-UIs)
implies the definition of UI models of high abstraction from
which UI models of lower abstraction are obtained successively
through model-to-model (M2M) transformations until the source
code of the UI is reached through a model-to-code (M2C) transformation. M2M and M2C transformations are done automatically
or semi-automatically. These approaches introduce well-defined
and automatable processes in which good practices of UI generation can be embedded.
Although MDE-UIs incorporates some advantages in the UI development process, at the same time, it creates a new problem:
how could UI designers intervene in the automatic MDE process
when they need to develop UIs with characteristics that go beyond the scope of the model-driven process they are using? [7].
First of all, why would UI designers need to contribute to the
automatic MDE process they use? Basically, they will need to
intervene if the MDE process is not powerful enough to generate
the kind of UIs they need. One identified challenge in MDE of
UIs is the “need for powerful transformation and rendering engines” [21]. Most currently available transformation and rendering
engines do not take advantage of the full power of the languages
in which they generate the UI code and, hence, they are not powerful enough to produce attractive UIs in which it is not necessary
to make changes. Second, why would UI designers need to develop UIs with characteristics that go beyond the scope of an
automatic MDE process, even if they use a powerful MDE process? This need can be related with end-user requirements such as
“the desire to keep control over an application, the need to be
compliant with a particular style guide, the need to cope with user
preferences that were not considered in the MDE approach” [21].
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D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Techniques –
Computer-aided software engineering (CASE), User interfaces.
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I.3.6 [Methodology and Techniques]: Device Independence,
Language, Standards.

General Terms
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Keywords
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Having justified the need of UI designers to intervene in the MDE
of UIs, the next paragraphs analyze how designers intervene in
current approaches for MDE of UIs. On the one hand, there are
approaches for MDE of UIs which have their transformation logic
and design knowledge implicit and fixed in the tools that perform
the transformations (e.g., Teallach [9], TERESA [15], OLIVANOVA
[16]). This results in the generation of predetermined UIs, all of
them looking alike. In these cases, there is a lack of flexibility for
UI designers to customize the generated UIs ([17, 11]), since for
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with associated UML profiles. However, in this work, the term is
related to parameterized transformation processes. This externalizes the transformation logic and makes it customizable according
to the characteristics of the project which is being carried out.
Transformation Templates can then be reused in other projects
with similar characteristics. Figure 1 illustrates the use of a Transformation Template when transforming from an AUI model to a
CUI model. A transformation engine takes as input an AUI model
and a Transformation Template. The Transformation Template
provides specifications which determine how to transform the
AUI to the CUI model. The transformation engine follows the
specifications to generate the CUI model.

that purpose, they must manually tweak the generated UI code.
On the other hand, there also exist approaches for MDE of UIs
which have their transformation logic explicitly expressed, either
with mapping and transformation models or with model transformation languages (e.g., TransformiXML [12]). In these cases, the
customization can be made prior to the UI generation. However,
UI designers must define the new transformation options that they
need, or edit existing ones. That complex process is more oriented
to model transformation specialists than to UI designers.
In general, end-user requirements related to the UIs make it necessary that UI designers intervene in the MDE of UIs. However,
taking into account the described situation of MDE of UIs, it can
be said that the complete support to end-user requirements related
to UIs is a problem which has not been totally resolved. It can
also be affirmed that UI designers need more flexible approaches
for the automatic generation of UIs from models. In particular,
they need the model of a UI to incorporate flexible mechanisms to
specify concrete aspects of UIs taking into account the context of
use of the UIs: end-user preferences and characteristics, hardware
and software platforms, and environment [5].

Figure 1. Transformation from an AUI Model to a CUI Model
using a Transformation Template.

In order to face the described problem, in a previous work [2] we
introduced Transformation Profiles as a mechanism to externalize
and customize the UI model transformations and to reuse knowledge between different UI development projects. A Transformation Profile is composed of a set of Model Mappings (see [2] for
more details) and a Transformation Template. This work reviews
and enhances the specification of Transformation Templates. A
Transformation Template is composed of Parameters that specify
details of the structure, layout and style of UIs. They parameterize
UI model transformations.

The concepts that characterize the Transformation Templates
approach belong to one of three groups: concepts related to the
Contexts of use of the UIs, to UI Models, and to Transformation
Templates themselves. The groups of Contexts and UI Models
provide concepts which support the specific Transformation Template concepts. In order to precisely describe and characterize all
concepts related to Transformation Templates, meta-models have
been elaborated for each one of the groups. The next section defines the meta-models for each group of concepts.

Four different abstraction levels with their corresponding models
are usually used to structure the UI development life cycle: Task
and Concepts, Abstract User Interface (AUI), Concrete User Interface (CUI) and Final User Interface (FUI) [5]. Following a
forward engineering process, the previous abstraction levels give
rise to three types of transformations in the MDE of UIs: (1) from
the Task and Concepts Model to the AUI Model; (2) from the
AUI Model to the CUI Model; and (3) from the CUI Model to the
FUI code. The Transformation Templates approach can be applied on these three types of transformations. Furthermore, it can
also handle transformations from UI models on patterns [14, 20].

2.1 Context of use
In this work the context concept refers to the context of use of an
interactive system. The purpose of conceptualizing context is that
we want it to be possible to define different Transformation Templates for different contexts of use. We have adopted a view of the
UsiXML Context Meta-Model in order to characterize the context
of use of interactive applications1. Figure 2 illustrates the elements and relationships which make up the considered view.
A Context of use is composed of the stereotype of a user who
carries out an interactive task with a specific computing platform
in a given surrounding environment. A User Stereotype represents
a set of end-users who share the same values in some descriptive
parameters or properties: language, experience doing a task, experience using the system, among others. The Environment describes any property of interest of the physical environment where
the end-user interacts with the system. Such properties may be
physical (e.g., lighting conditions), psychological (e.g., level of
stress), or organizational (e.g., location and role definition in the
organization chart). The Platform captures relevant attributes for
each combined software-hardware platform and attached devices
that may significantly influence the context of use in which the
end-user carries out an interactive task. A platform may consist of
a series of physical hardware devices, a series of software components, the characteristics of the network to which the platform is
connected, the capability to support wireless, and the capability of
browsing web pages.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents
the Transformation Template approach. Transformation Templates and their associated concepts are described with metamodels. Furthermore, an example of parameter type is presented
and the automation of Transformation Templates is briefly mentioned. In Section 3, related works are presented. Finally, Section
4 presents some conclusions.

2. TRANSFORMATION TEMPLATES
A Transformation Template has the aim to specify the structure,
layout and style of a UI according to preferences and requirements of end-users, and the different hardware and software computing platforms and environments in which the UI will be used.
A Transformation Template is composed of Parameters with associated Values which parameterize the UI model transformations. Note that the term "Transformation Template" has been
used to denote transformation rules in XML transformation languages. IBM has also used the term to denote template models

1
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The complete UsiXML Context Meta-Model can be found in
http://www.usixml.org/index.php?mod=pages&id=5

Figure 2. Elements and relationships of the considered view of
the UsiXMLContext Meta-Model.
The considered view of the UsiXML Context Meta-Model gives
support to the context concept as defined by the Cameleon Reference Framework (CRF) [5] which is widely accepted in the Human-Computer Interaction community.

Figure 3. Elements and relationships of the UI meta-model
considered in this work.
All previously mentioned UI concepts are located in the UI Meta
Model level in Figure 3 since they are necessary to represent different existing UI Meta Models.

2.2 UI Models
This work presents a Transformation Templates approach which
is used to parameterize transformations among UI models. Therefore, Transformation Templates should be able to be used with
different existing approaches for UI modeling, such as [1, 12, 15].

In the UI Model level, which represents different existing UI
Models (abstract, concrete or pattern based models), the UI Models are composed of Elements and Decompositions. A UI Model
is associated to its corresponding UI Meta Model (see Figure 3).

Therefore, we need to specify how to relate Transformation Templates with different UI modeling approaches. In order to do this,
we have defined a meta-model of UIs which represent, in a simplified way, some of the concepts that characterize different metamodels of UIs. This simplified version provides only the necessary and sufficient concepts in order to explain how Transformation Templates are defined and how they should be used. At the
same time, they define the requirements that a UI modeling approach must fulfill in order to be able to be used with Transformation Templates. The Transformation Templates approach assumes
that UI Meta Models are composed of Meta Elements and Meta
Relationships among Meta Elements (Figure 3).

An Element represents an element of a UI Model and is associated
to its corresponding Meta Element which can be a Meta Individual Component or a Meta Container.
A Decomposition has a set of Elements which are containers in
the Decomposition as well as a set of Elements which are contained. The contained Elements are ordered. A Decomposition is
associated to its corresponding Meta Decomposition and this association determines which Elements can be containers or be
contained in the Decomposition.

2.3 Transformation Templates
Figure 4 illustrates the elements and relationships which make up
the part of the Transformation Template meta-model which is
used to define Parameter Types, this is to say, the Parameter Type
definition level. It also illustrates the relationships of such elements with elements of the UI Meta Model level, Context metamodel, and the Parameter definition level of the Transformation
Template meta-model which will be explained latter.

A UI Meta Model represents, in a general and simplified way,
different existing meta-models of UIs (abstract, concrete or pattern based meta-models).
A Meta Element is an element of a UI Meta Model. It is an abstract element whose specializations are Meta Container and Meta
Individual Component. At an abstract, concrete or final level, as
well as in pattern based approaches, a UI can be characterized as a
hierarchy of containers holding individual components. Individual
components are atomic and cannot be further decomposed, while
containers can contain individual components or other containers.
A Meta Individual Component represents an individual component and a Meta Container represents a container.

A Parameter Type specifies the characteristics that will be shared
by a set of Parameters. These parameters establish how a UI will
be structured and stylized. A Parameter Type is an abstract element and its specializations are Presentation and Dialog. These
elements are, in turn, further specialized (see Figure 4). The specializations of Parameter Type allow defining parameters which
affect different aspects of a UI. Font, Colour, Layout and Navigation are low-level Parameter Types. This means they operate at
attribute level of UI models specifying values for attributes such
as font type or colour. High-Level Presentation and High-Level
Dialog are high-level Parameter Types and they operate at the
concept level of UI models specifying, for instance, the widgets to
be used, the location and alignment of objects.

A Meta Relationship is composed of a set of Meta Elements
which are the source of the relationship and a set of Meta Elements which are the target. The Meta Relationship is an abstract
element whose specialization is the Meta Decomposition. A Meta
Decomposition represents the logical structure of components of a
UI. In a Meta Decomposition the relationship with source Meta
Elements is specialized to a relationship in which all Meta Elements must be Meta Containers. The Meta Elements which are
the target of a Meta Decomposition can be Meta Individual Components or Meta Containers.

Defining a Parameter Type subsumes specifying the Meta Elements that are affected by it. Saying that a Parameter Type affects
a set of Meta Elements means that the corresponding Parameters
will be able to have an effect (e.g., a visual effect in the UIs) on
the Elements related to the Meta Elements in question.
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Figure 4. Elements and relationships of the Parameter Type definition level of the Transformation Template meta-model.
who implements the Transformation Templates approach in a
M2M or M2C compiler.

This is descriptive information and can be useful for the person
who will implement the Parameter Type in a M2M or M2C compiler. It is also possible to specify a condition in order for Parameters associated to the Parameter Type to affect the corresponding
Elements. The condition must be a Boolean expression which can
involve Meta Elements and Parameter Types.

A Parameter Type has an associated Value Type. The Value Type
concept is similar to the notion of data type or type of object
(class). It is an abstract element and its current available specializations are Boolean Type, Integer Type, Real Type, String Type,
Length Type, Percentage Type, URI Type, Colour Type and
Enumeration Type. The Enumeration Type has an associated set
of Enumeration Items. The specialization set includes types commonly used in UI related specifications (e.g., in [4]) and could be
enlarged in the future. A Parameter Type also has a default value
which must be associated to its Value Type.

The definition of a Parameter Type also involves the specification
of the Meta Elements on which the Parameter Type can be applied. In this case, saying that a Parameter Type applies to a set of
Meta Elements means that the corresponding Parameters will be
able to be applied to the Elements related to the Meta Elements in
question. The Meta Elements on which a Parameter Type can be
applied are those which are affected by it as well as other Meta
Elements which can contain the affected ones, in any contention
level. A Parameter Type PT which affects the Meta Element ME1
could be applied to ME1 and/or to another Meta Element ME2,
provided ME2 can contain ME1 in any contention level. So, if we
consider a Parameter P of type PT, an Element E1 related to ME1,
and an Element E2 related to ME2 which contains E1, when applying P to E1 its effect will be reflected directly on E1, and when
applying P to E2 its effect will be reflected, also, in E1.

When a Parameter Type has a Value Type which is an Enumeration Type the corresponding Enumeration Items constitute its
possible values. Each of these possible values is implementable or
not in different Contexts (see the relationship among Parameter
Type, Enumeration Item and Context in Figure 4). From this set
of implementable possible values it must be decided which ones
will indeed be implemented in the given Context. This is an important decision since the implementation cost could be high as it
implies modifications in M2M and/or M2C compilers. Each possible value of a Parameter Type receives estimations of its importance level (IL) and its development cost (DC). The IL estimation
should be based on the importance of the possible value for the
Context in consideration, as well as in the frequency with which
end-users ask for changes in UIs which can be related to the Parameter Type being analyzed. The DC should be estimated by
programmers who have experience programming for the Context
in question. Possible values with high IL and low DC will have
the higher priority when deciding which possible values to implement for a given Context.

A Parameter Type could be in conflict with other Parameter
Types. The conflict can occur when the Parameter Types affect
the same Meta Element causing the same effect (e.g., two or more
Parameter Types have an effect in the font type to be used in the
Elements which correspond to a same Meta Element). In order to
partially resolve conflicts, each Parameter Type has a priority.
Conflicts are resolved giving preference to the effect of the Parameter Type with higher priority. In case the priorities of the
conflicting Parameter Types are equal, the conflict must be resolved in a random way or according to a criterion determined by
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Figure 5. Elements and relationships of the Parameter definition level of the Transformation Template meta-model.
Figure 5 illustrates the elements and relationships which make up
the part of the Transformation Template meta-model which is
used to define Transformation Templates and Parameters, this is
to say, the Parameter definition level. It illustrates the relationships of such elements with elements of the UI Meta Model level,
UI Model level, Context meta-model, and the Parameter Type
definition level of the Transformation Template meta-model.

The second level of priority is characterized by high IL and DC;
the third level, by low IL and DC; and finally, the fourth level, by
low priority and high DC. Furthermore, each possible value of a
Parameter Type can be assigned with usability guidelines which
will help UI designers in choosing one of the possible values explaining in which conditions they are convenient or not to use.
In a similar way, a Parameter Type is implementable or not in
different Contexts (see the relationship between Parameter Type
and Context in Figure 4). From the set of implementable Parameter Types it must be decided which ones will indeed be implemented in a given Context. In the case of a Parameter Type which
has a Value Type that is not an Enumeration Type, the process for
deciding if it will be implemented in a given Context and which
will be its implementation priority, is exactly the same as the one
previously explained for the case of possible values of Parameter
Types. In the case of a Parameter Type which has a Value Type
which is an Enumeration Type, its data related to the Context is
derived from the data of its possible values in the same Context.
That is to say, it will be implementable in a given Context if one
of its possible values is implementable in that Context. Its IL and
DC estimations will be aggregations of the IL and DC estimations
of its possible values, respectively. And it will be considered implemented in a given Context if one of its possible values is implemented in that Context.

A Transformation Template gathers a set of Parameters for a
specific Context of use and can be associated, or not, to a UI
Model. Each Parameter of a Transformation Template corresponds to a Parameter Type, has a Value and can have a Selector.
A Value corresponds to a Value Type. The Value concept is similar to the notion of data or object. It is an abstract element and its
current available specializations are Boolean Value, Integer
Value, Real Value, String Value, Length Value, Percentage
Value, URI Value, Colour Value and Enumeration Value. Each of
these values corresponds to a Value Type. The Value which is
assigned to a Parameter must be related to the Value Type associated to the Parameter Type which corresponds to the Parameter in
question. When a Parameter is assigned with a Value which is an
Enumeration value, its associated Enumeration Item must be implemented for the Context of the Transformation Template in
which the Parameter is located. If the Value is not an Enumeration Value it will be enough with the Parameter Type related to
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the searched element. The position is given by the order of the
Element in the Decomposition. We have defined special options
for the number of the searched element. The special options allow
the selection of all Elements but the first one, the last Element,
and all Elements but the last one. A Parameter associated to a
Searched Meta Element selector will be applied on all selected
Elements. It is necessary that the selected Elements correspond to
Meta Elements over which the Parameter Type of the Parameter
is able to be applied. Furthermore, a Searched Meta Element selector can have associated an Ancestor Meta Container with a
containment level. In this case, it is also necessary for an Element
to be contained, at the level specified by the containment level, in
other Element related to the Ancestor Meta Container, in order for
the first Element to be selected by the Searched Meta Element
selector. An Ancestor Meta Container can, in turn, have another
Ancestor Meta Container with containment level, and this can be
repeated until the required level.

the Parameter being implemented for the Context of the Transformation Template.
A Selector has the aim to delimit the set of Elements of a UI
Model over which a Parameter is applied. This, in turn, delimits
the set of Elements which are affected by the Value of the Parameter. If a Parameter does not have an associated Selector, the
Parameter will be applied to all Elements associated to Meta Elements over which the Parameter Type corresponding to the Parameter in question is able to be applied. If the Parameter has an
associated Selector, it will only be applied to the Elements selected by the Selector. Selector is an abstract element and its specializations are Element Selector and Meta Element Selector.
An Element Selector allows the selection of a specific Element
from a UI Model. The Parameter associated to this Selector will
be applied on the selected Element. It is necessary that the selected Element corresponds to a Meta Element over which the
Parameter Type of the Parameter is able to be applied. In order to
associate Element Selectors to the Parameters of a Transformation
Template, the Transformation Template must be associated to the
UI Model from which Elements will be selected.

2.4 How to use the Transformation Templates
Approach

There are two main processes related to the Transformation TemA Meta Element Selector is an abstract element and its specializaplates approach: the definition of Parameter Types, and the creations are Searched Meta Element and Ancestor Meta Container. A
tion of Transformation Templates. The definition of Parameter
Searched Meta Element selector allows the selection of Elements
Types begins with the identification of a required UI customizaof a specific Meta Element. If the specified Meta Element is a
tion by end-users of automatically generated UIs or by UI designMeta Container, the number of the searched element can also be
ers.
specified. In this case, the Searched Meta Element selector selects
the Element contained at the position specified by the number of
Table 1. Grouping Layout Parameter Type.
Parameter Type
Name
Grouping layout
for input arguments

Affects
Two patterns of the OOMethod
Presentation
Model: Service Interaction Unit and Argument
Grouping

Possible values enumeration
Value
Graphical description
group box
tabbed dialog box
wizard

accordion

Possible value
group box
tabbed dialog box
wizard
accordion
Possible value
group box
tabbed dialog box
wizard
accordion

Contexts
SW: C# on .NET - HW: laptop or PC
Importance level (IL)
Development cost (DC)
high
low
high
low
medium
medium
low
medium

SW: iPhone OS - HW: iPhone
Importance level (IL) Development cost (DC)
high
low
medium
medium
low
high
medium
medium

Usability guidelines (for desktop context)
Visual distinctiveness is important. The total number of groups will be small.
Visual distinctiveness is important. The total number of groups is not greater than 10.
The total number of groups is between 3 and 10. The complexity of the task is significant. The task implies
several critical decisions. The cost of errors is high. The task must be done infrequently. The user lacks the
experience it takes to complete the task efficiently.
Visual distinctiveness is important. The total number of groups is not greater than 10.
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Then, a UI designer creates the corresponding Parameter Type
and, maybe with the help of a MDE expert, specifies the affected
Meta Elements from one or many UI Meta Models. The UI designer also has to specify the possible values for the Parameter
Type, as well as the contexts in which those values are significant.
Then, for each context, the UI designer has to estimate the IL of
each possible value based on experience and feedback from endusers. Also, for each context, an experienced programmer has to
estimate the DC of each possible value, and a usability expert has
to incorporate usability guidelines. The decision of implementing
or not a Parameter Type for a given context and in a given MDE
approach should be based on the corresponding IL and DC estimations. If the decision is positive, a programmer must proceed
with the implementation.
Regarding the creation of Transformation Templates, the first step
consists in defining the context for which the Transformation
Template will be created. Then, a specific UI Model can optionally be associated to the Transformation Template, and finally,
Parameters can be added to the Transformation Template. When
adding a Parameter, its value and selector must be specified.

Figure 6. Screenshots of the Transformation Templates editor.

2.5 An Example of Parameter Type
Table 1 presents the Grouping Layout Parameter Type. This Parameter Type was extracted from a Catalogue of Parameter Types
which was proposed for the OO-Method Presentation Model
(PM). OO-Method [16] is an object-oriented method which allows
the automatic generation of software applications from conceptual
models. The OO-Method PM is structured with a set of UI Patterns which are defined in [14] and allow the specification of an
abstract representation of a UI. OLIVANOVA The Programming
Machine is a commercial tool developed by CARE Technologies
(http://www.care-t.com) which supports OO-Method. Currently,
most of the logic that guides UI model transformations is implicit
in the OLIVANOVA compiler so we thought the application of the
Transformation Templates approach could be convenient.

3. RELATED WORK
Some software tools support a transformation-based approach for
generating a UI but the transformations are not made explicit
(e.g., Teallach [9], TERESA [15], OLIVANOVA [16]). With respect
to these works, this approach has the advantage that logic transformation and design knowledge are externalized and, therefore,
are customizable and reusable in UI development projects with
similar characteristics. Other software tools support explicit transformations. TransformiXML [12] interprets mappings written in
UsiXML [12] and converts them into graph transformations. Furthermore, different model transformation languages had been
applied in MDE of UIs (e.g., ATL [10], RDL/TT [19], XSLT [6]).
A survey of some of them is presented in [18]. With respect to
these works, this approach has the advantage that it incorporates a
parameterization process which is more affordable for designers.

The Service Interaction Unit and Argument Grouping that appear
in the affects column of Table 1, are elements of the OO-Method
PM (see [14] for more details about them). Four different possible
values have been defined for the Parameter Type, and they have
been associated to two context of use: a desktop platform and a
mobile one. For each context of use and each possible value the
IL and DC have been estimated. Furthermore, for the desktop
context and each possible value, usability guidelines have been
proposed from an extraction from [8].

There are also other software tools that support a template based
approach (e.g., Genova [3], CSS [4]). With respect to these works,
this approach has the advantage that it does not depend on a particular UI development method but it can be used with different
approaches for MDE of UIs. Furthermore, it can guide transformations to different hardware and software platforms as well as to
different end-user characteristics and preferences. Parameters of a
Transformation Template are not limited to modifying widget
properties, but they can also specify the structure and layout of
the UIs. Parameters are not tied to programming or mark-up languages and new parameters can be added when needed. This approach is also applicable to model transformations for patterns.

2.6 Transformation Templates Automation
The automation of the Transformation Templates approach implies two types of tools: Transformation Template editors, and
M2M/M2C compilers which use Transformation Templates in its
compilation process. By now, we have implemented a first prototype of a Transformation Template editor. It has been developed
using OO-Method and the OLIVANOVA technology. Figure 6 presents two screenshots of the editor. The top window allows creating a new Parameter Type. Other UIs of the editor allow the user
to complete all the steps which are required to complete the specification of the Parameter Type: association with the affected Meta
Elements and with significant contexts of use, estimation of IL
and DC, and specification of usability guidelines. The bottom
window allows creating a Parameter in a Transformation Template. As future work, we want to improve this editor including
visualization facilities when creating Transformation Templates.

In [13], another type of Transformation Templates, used for performing transformations among XML documents, is automatically
generated. In our case, the purpose is not to automatically generate our templates because in the UI design context, the design
knowledge, held in the experience of UI designers, needs to be
turned into Transformation Templates in order to maximize the
quality of the results. In fact, creating a Transformation Template
could be a high-cost activity for some contexts of use. However,
the high-cost will be relative if the Transformation Template allows the generation of good-quality UIs and if it is reused among
UI development projects.
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4. CONCLUSION
The contribution of this work is related to the definition of the
Transformation Templates approach which intends to add flexibility in UI model transformations. The Templates allow the specification of details of the structure, layout and style of UIs. They are
inputs for M2M or M2C compilers and parameterize the logic
which compilers follow to perform the transformations. In this
way, Transformation Templates externalize the design knowledge
and make it customizable according to the characteristics of a UI
development project. They also allow the proper logic to be reused in other projects with similar characteristics. Moreover, this
parameterization process is simple compared to the complex process of specifying model transformations with mapping and transformation models or model transformation languages.
The concepts related to the Transformation Template approach
have been clearly characterized. The approach has also been related to a simplified and generic UI meta-model. The establishment of these relationships allows Transformation Templates to
be used with different approaches of MDE of UIs. In a similar
way, the establishment of relationships with a Context metamodel allows Transformation Templates to guide transformations
for different end-users, hardware and software platforms, and
environments. Furthermore, in principle, the Transformation
Template notion could be used in any M2M or M2C compilation.
The set of Parameter Types is not fixed. Different approaches of
MDE of UIs could define their own Parameter Types, many of
which could be useful in different approaches for MDE of UIs. In
order to avoid a tedious process for the specification of details of
a UI, the Transformation Templates approach provides different
flexible mechanisms: default values are specified for Parameter
Types and several ways of selecting the elements which will be
affected by a Parameter are provided.
The proposed approach allows relating usability guidelines to
Parameter Types in order to guide the UI designer towards a
Transformation Template which can produce UIs with good usability. The implementation cost can be identified as the most
important shortcoming of this approach since the implementation
of each Parameter Type implies modifications in compiler tools.
However, these modifications can be done in an incremental way.
Even though this cost is relatively high this approach allows designers to apply the Transformation Template to tailor the MDE
process to end-users needs. End-users desire to specify their own
needs and really appreciate seeing them incorporated in the MDE
process, as opposed to a traditional MDE process where all the
transformations are predefined and lead to a predetermined UI.
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